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ISSUES 5iv LONG.TERM HOUSING SITE
TANWORTII LANE, CIIESWICK GREEN

MODIFICATION 1O9d

OBJECTIONS6

un'ouni and/or distribuiion of long-term housing and promote alternative sites; they are

dealt with under Issues 3 & 6.

M0012, 0013, 0017, 0054, 0078, 0083,0109, 0113, Ar23l, 0131,

al3z,Ot:s, 0ig8, 0139,0153, 0182, 0185, 0186, 0191, 0194, 0195,

ytti', 0z2B', 0306 ; 0322, 0335, 036 1, 0363, 037 9, 0390, a397, 0406,

ui|,0442', Q456:,0470,0484, 048q, 0488, 0489, 0497,0498, 0510'

osir, o52r',0528; 0544,0555, 0653, 0701, 0702, 0703, 0704, 0757,

wia',0772,0788, 0791,1002, 1007, 1011, 1068, 1069, 1070, L07t,

tolz" 1073', 1a74, 1075, 1076, L077,1078, 1079,1080, 1081', 1082'

iogl, 10"84; 1085, 1086; 1087, 1088, 1089, 1090, 1091, 1092,1093,

t0g4" 1095; 1096, lOgT , 1098, 1099, 1 100, 1 101 , 1102, 1 103, 1 104'

1105; 1106; 1107,1108, 1109, 1110, 1111, ltl2, 1113, 1114, 1115,

1116', rll7, 1118, 1207, 1303, 1353, 1427 & 1442

MX 0002 & 0014

Key Points

o impact on open countryside
. coalescence
o implications for traffic, wildlife & residential amenity

e flooding & the river
o village facilities & public transport
o treatment of villages in the Green Belt

Appraisal

5.4.1 Modification 109d proposes the safeguarding of land to meet long-term housing

needs on the edge of Cheswick Green village. The site is an area of grazing land extending

to some 12.55h;(31 acres); it could accommodate around 250 dwellings and is the second

largest of the sites which are proposed for safeguarding by the Plan.

5.4.2 By and large the site would satisfy most of the Plan's Underlying Principles and

Detailed Criteria forihe selection of housing sites. Village expansion would mean the loss

of attractive fields but the question *"r e*ploted at the 1991 Inquiry and Inspector Bushby

concluded that this site should have a high priority for housing; and there is insufficient

reason to depart from his conclusions. r[e iite is inclosed on rwo of its three sides and its

developmeniwould successfully round-off the village. To a considerable extent it is enclosed

by the topography and would not involve a serious intrusion into open countryside; n:1

would it contribute significantly to the coalescence of Cheswick Green with Shirley or

anywhere else.

u Muny of these objections duplicate others on which conclusions have been reached

other issues; th. 
"rgu*"nts 

need not be repeated. Objections to-th-" principle of.

developmeni in rfo"ffey Heath Parish -" uddt"tted under Issues 2 & 4, as are objecti

relatin! to sustainability, flooding, wildlife, crime and traffic. other objections relate to
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5.4.3 The impact of development on wildlife is always regrettable but there is no

evidence of the site being inhabited by any protected species. The additional traffrc which

would be generated by development of the site could be accommodated on an improved local

road network. And any adverse effects of overlooking or overshadowing of existing

dwellings could effectively be contained through the development control process, which

could ensure that new development respected the design and layout of the vil1age.

5.4.4 There appear to be flooding problems on the edge of the site and there is

widespread concern that further development might exacerbate an existing unsatisfactory

situation. The fears of local residents are entirely understandable but can be more practically

addressed when proposals are scrutinised in the development control process; there is

insufficient evidence to conclude that existing flooding should preclude development of this

site. And that conclusion applies equally to concerns about the river. All of the housing

proposed in the Parish has implications for flows on the River Blythe and its tributaries; but

ihe weight of the evidence is insufficient to suggest the need for an embargo on further

development. Such concerns can be addressed in the detailed consideration of housing

proposals"

5.4.5 Cheswick Green already supports a modest range of local services including a

primary school, a parade of shops and a public house. Housing development need not

necessarily have an adverse impact on village facilities; on the contrary, inereasing the

population of a village can have beneficial implications for the viability of local services, if
not their survival. There are conflicting opinions about the adequacy of local bus services

but an increase in population need not imply any associated deterioration; it should encourage

development of the service. The railway station is some way off but not so distant as to
:discourage use of the park and ride facilities.

'i.:,.:1;,;;' t1;;' t'''
t ;,'.a:a:: a::';5 .4 .6 It seems unlikely that this development would lead to an increase in car-dependency

iij:.l. lt purposes. The Green Belt 'washes over' some settlements including Cheswick Green
irii:,l. 1t"t*r Hampton-in-Arden and others have been excluded or are proposed for exclusion.

jtfhere is a logic in that approach? and there is therefore no need to consider the exclusion
di"Cheswick Green from the Green Belt so long as the safeguarded land remains

ndation

Modifications 109d, I73 & ll4 -

no funher modffication of the Plan in response to these obiections.

Issue 1lvi.
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